Unexpected Drawbacks of Electronic Order Sets
Commentary by John D. McGreevey III, MD

The Case
A 70-year-old man with stage 4 prostate cancer presented to the emergency department with severe
muscle weakness. His lab results revealed severe hypokalemia and hypomagnesemia (2.2 mmol/L and
1.2 mEq/L, respectively). His electrocardiogram was significant for QTc prolongation and U-waves. The
admitting team noted the patient had recently been started on abiraterone, an antiandrogen drug
known to cause hypokalemia.
Because the patient had symptomatic hypokalemia, the medical resident was instructed to order
potassium replacement using the hospital order set. Using the patient's potassium value to select the
appropriate hypokalemia order set, the resident signed the order in the new electronic health record.
However, while receiving his IV potassium repletion, the patient developed ventricular tachycardia
and became nonresponsive. No resuscitation efforts were made due to the patient's DNR status.
Hypomagnesemia often accompanies hypokalemia. Despite the patient's low serum magnesium
levels, neither the resident nor medical team recognized that the patient required magnesium
replacement along with the potassium. Before the hospital transitioned to computerized provider
order entry (CPOE), orders for common electrolytes were available on a single paper order set with
check-boxes to indicate the appropriate replacement dose and route for specific lab values, including
potassium and magnesium.
When the hospital recently switched from paper orders to CPOE, all order sets were imported into the
electronic health record. However, to minimize the amount of information presented on each screen,
a separate order set was created for each electrolyte replacement order (e.g., hypokalemia,
hypomagnesemia). The team responsible for transitioning the paper orders to CPOE did not realize
that the old paper electrolyte order set provided a reminder to order magnesium replacement to
accompany potassium replacement, and that, by separating out the order sets electronically, an
important safety reminder was lost. An internal investigation concluded that the transition to
electronic order sets contributed to mismanagement of the patient's low magnesium and potassium
levels, which resulted in a fatal arrhythmia.
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Order sets are intended to increase consistent, evidence-based practice, prevent errors of omission,
provide clinical decision support, and enhance providers' ordering efficiency. Principles of order set
development, design, and governance have been described extensively (1-9). However no guidelines
exist regarding types of order sets that should always be created. In practice, electrolyte repletion
order sets are the fifth most commonly used task-oriented order set (5). As in this case, multiple
electrolyte abnormalities may exist, and it can be clinically important to address these problems
concurrently. Yet the optimal way to organize and present electrolyte repletion orders within
electronic health records (EHRs) is unknown.
One potential way to promote repletion of multiple electrolytes within an EHR is through corollary
orders. Corollary orders are prompted by a triggering order and are typically presented to promote
the safe use of a drug or therapy (10). For example, an order for amphotericin B (triggering order) might
prompt the presentation of orders for potassium and magnesium levels to the ordering provider, as
these electrolytes should be monitored during amphotericin B therapy. Corollary orders have been
shown to decrease provider errors of omission and could be designed such that an order for one
electrolyte (in this case, potassium) triggers a corollary order for another electrolyte (here,
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magnesium) (10). The advantage of a corollary order approach is that it reminds providers to consider
repletion of electrolytes that tend to require corepletion. The disadvantage is that unnecessary
repletion of corollary order electrolytes could occur, as not every instance of hypokalemia is
accompanied by hypomagnesemia.
An alternative to corollary orders for the repletion of multiple electrolytes is to group electrolyte
orders together within a single order set. An order set containing multiple electrolyte repletion orders
can be on paper, as in this case, or within the EHR. In this case, the medical team may have assumed
that magnesium repletion guidance would be offered automatically upon ordering potassium
repletion within the EHR, since they were accustomed to magnesium and potassium guidance being
linked on the prior paper order set. However, no reminder was forthcoming, and the physicians
neglected to replete magnesium—an error that proved fatal in this instance.
Simplification is one of the tenets of well-designed clinical decision support (6-9). In this case, we are
told that developers decided to create a separate order set for each electrolyte in order to simplify
the ordering screen. However, the goals of providing robust decision support and simplicity should
not be mutually exclusive. When using paper order sets, presenting related orders on the same page
essentially serves as decision support; the clinician has an immediate visual reminder to consider
ordering magnesium when repleting potassium. In contrast, within an EHR, there may be ways to
harness the functionality of the system to guide appropriate ordering without placing all orders on the
same screen. As an example, some EHRs can proactively monitor patient data, such as lab results (e.g.,
potassium), problems on the problem list (e.g., community-acquired pneumonia), and suggest
appropriate orders or order sets as a result (3).
At our institution—like that in the case—potassium, magnesium, and other electrolytes are ordered
separately within the EHR. Although concomitant hypokalemia and hypomagnesemia frequently occur
and often require corepletion, some circumstances do not require repletion of both electrolytes. As
an example, in patients with congestive heart failure and chronic kidney disease taking diuretic
therapy, it may be clinically appropriate to replete potassium as necessary, but not magnesium. On
the other hand, we have chosen to couple our warfarin order with an order for prothrombin
time/international normalized ratio monitoring within the warfarin order set. These two decisions
illustrate that the choice to link two related orders or to keep them separate is not always
straightforward.
Clinicians and, if possible, clinical informaticists should participate in the transition process from paper
to electronic order sets to ensure that new order sets are consistent with evidence-based practice and
provide necessary decision support (3,11). Clinician involvement could have been helpful in this case to
recognize the decision support provided in the paper order set and to advocate for such decision
support in the electronic order set. Sometimes, detailed conversations with the EHR vendor may be
needed to identify the best way to preserve, and even enhance, decision support in the EHR.
Ultimately, the failure to recognize and maintain decision support that had been provided in the paper
order set was a contributing factor to the outcome in this case.
There are limited data regarding the unintended consequences of order sets. Many order sets are
underutilized and a relatively small proportion of order sets account for the vast majority of use,
suggesting that there are opportunities to be more judicious with order set development (1-5). Order
sets can suffer from lack of standardization, usability violations, inadequate governance, insufficient
stakeholder involvement, and failure to follow best practices for medication ordering (3,11-13). Allowing
individually developed ("personalized") order sets can lead to undesirable variations in care (3,5,8,14).
Because order sets facilitate the ordering process, they may encourage overordering, such as with
sedating medications (15).
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Lastly, a fundamental question raised by this case is whether providers expect clinical decision support
to serve as a failsafe against errors in clinical judgment. One of the ironies of the rapid adoption of
EHR technology in the United States is that clinicians can develop excessive reliance on order sets and
other tools within the EHR for clinical decision-making, a risk that has been reported in other settings
that experience increasing automation as well (16,17). Well-designed EHRs with clinical decision support
can enhance patient care. However, EHR implementations have also been associated with new types
of errors. Some of these errors can be difficult for end-users to recognize, and CPOE may fail to protect
against them (16,18-20). Despite best efforts of developers to build sufficient decision supports within
EHRs, it is impossible for technology to compensate for every potential omission in clinical care plans.
As such, providers should adopt and maintain a "trust but verify" approach when interacting with EHR
systems. The tension inherent in order sets is that they can remind clinicians about appropriate steps
in care, but they cannot replace the need for providers to make those decisions independently based
on medical knowledge, experience, and clinical judgment.
Take-Home Points
 Order sets can provide clinical decision support, promote consistent evidence-based practice,
decrease errors of omission, and support provider efficiency. However, they also have
limitations.
 Adherence to established principles of order set design, decision support, and governance is
critical to the creation and maintenance of successful order sets.
 The optimal design of electrolyte repletion orders and order sets is not entirely clear and may
vary from institution to institution.
 When transitioning from paper to electronic order sets, clinicians and others involved in order
set development should identify decision support in the former and create this support in the
latter—it may involve a different mechanism than when on paper.
 Providers should be mindful of developing excessive trust and reliance on CPOE systems—
these tools should not be viewed as a replacement for clinical judgment.
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